
Arts in Education 
  Program



In the full-day Arts in Education Program, we begin 
with an energy-boosting morning assembly for 
students and teachers. We briefly share the benefits 
of including physical activity throughout the school 
day and why Math & Movement increases focus, 
concentration, and brain power. 

Next, we lead the whole group in some specific 
brain-boosting Math & Movement activities, 
making students comfortable with the whisper/loud 
method of counting. At this point, we begin to invite 
individual students to come onstage. Together, 
using their interests as a guide, we develop a math-
movement and lead the entire assembly in the 
newly-developed activity. Teachers are welcome to 
identify the students in advance of the program.  
 
After the assembly, small groups of students will 
meet in another location, such as the gymnasium, 
one group at a time. Students will jump on 
floor mats and work on topics such as addition, 
subtraction, multiplication, division, telling time, 
place value, fractions, Cartesian coordinates, 
Geometric shapes, skip counting, rounding, science, 
social studies, and/or literacy concepts..

Math & Movement is a kinesthetic, 
multi-sensory approach to teaching 
math that incorporates physical 
exercise, stretching, cross-body 
movements, and yoga. 

The program uses visually pleasing 
floor mats that allow children to 
practice basic skills while using visual, 
auditory, and kinesthetic learning 
modalities.

Our program
adds creativity to 
your math lessons

Movement + Learning



make math creative
timing
The full-day program is customized in length to match your school day. This period is 
broken into the morning assembly (approximately 30-45 minutes) followed by 30-40 minute 
sessions with smaller groups of students. Each of our Arts In Education programs are fully 
customized to match school schedules. In addition, schools may choose to include math or 
reading concepts or both.

cost
$3,000/day which includes 50 hard copies of any of the following math materials:
 	 ⚫	The Math & Movement Training Manual
	 ⚫	Common Core Lesson Plans (hard copies are available in K, 1, 2 or 3)
	 ⚫	Multiply With Me, Instructor Guide or Student Workbook

OR any of Suzy Koontz’s books for children: 
 ⚫	Honey, A Math Adventure (English or Spanish)
 ⚫	Buddies, A Math Adventure
 ⚫	Freddy Fibonacci’s Awful Allowance
 
Also included are electronic versions, for ALL your teachers of the The Math & Movement 
Training Manual, Common Core Lesson Plans, Multiply With Me Set (Instructor Guide and 
Student Workbook), and digital skip counting banners (valued over $150/teacher). 
We are happy to provide a quote with the list of books included.
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